Skeletal muscle comes in two fundamental flavours, slow and fast, which determine physiological performance. Zebrafish screens have provided a handle on the molecular mechanism driving slow muscle formation. The transcriptional repressor Blimp1 has now been shown to be required in embryonic slow muscle precursor cells.
relate to the slow and fast myoblasts observed in older amniote embryos. These considerations led to a search for simpler systems in which to study muscle patterning.
Fish have a relatively simple musculature which is adapted to the aquatic environment. In zebrafish, the first muscle fibres are slow and form adjacent to the notochord, but subsequently migrate laterally [7] . These early slow fibres form in the medial somite because midline-derived Hedgehog (Hh) proteins drive MRF expression, and hence myogenesis, in slow muscle precursors [8, 9] . Hh also drives the earliest myogenesis in mouse and chicken embryos [6] . But MRF expression is not restricted to slow muscle -it occurs in all muscle, including zebrafish fast muscle. So MRF expression is unlikely to account for the differences between slow and fast fate. How, then, does Hh specifically promote slow myogenesis?
The role of Hh in zebrafish slow myogenesis was revealed by large-scale forward genetic screens performed in the 1990s. One class of mutants had Ushaped -as opposed to chevron-shaped -somites and poor motility. Several of these mutations affect components of the Hh signalling pathway and lead to loss of slow muscle [10] . To understand more about Hh signalling in this system, Phil Ingham and colleagues focused on another U-mutant, U-boot (ubo), which had a striking phenotype: ubo mutants lack most slow myogenesis, containing residual slow fibres with fast characteristics [11] .
When positionally cloned, ubo turned out to encode the fish homologue of Blimp1, a transcriptional repressor, discovered for its role in the maturation of B lymphocytes [3] . Blimp1 is expressed in various parts of the early gastrula embryo, and also in slow precursors where it is induced by Hh. Fast precursors do not normally express Blimp1 mRNA. The original ubo mutant appears to be a hypomorph, as down-regulation of wild-type Blimp1 with 'morpholino' antisense oligonucleotides was found to cause a more severe phenotype, ablating slow myogenesis completely. However, because myoD expression is unaffected at early stages, Baxendale et al. 
